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Implications for marine governanceImplications for marine governance
•• Climate and global change are a givenClimate and global change are a given
•• Large uncertainty regarding impacts Large uncertainty regarding impacts 
•• Management needs to change from a year Management needs to change from a year 

to year to a decade to decade horizon (a to year to a decade to decade horizon (a 
huge political problem)huge political problem)

•• Full scale advocacy for emission reductionsFull scale advocacy for emission reductions
•• But by itself not enough, need to adapt and But by itself not enough, need to adapt and 

mitigatemitigate
•• Mitigation strategies need to be carefully Mitigation strategies need to be carefully 

evaluatedevaluated



ContinuedContinued

•• Ocean information severely lacking (a few Ocean information severely lacking (a few 
long term sites in ocean, hundreds on long term sites in ocean, hundreds on 
land)land)

•• Leads to decisions made out of fear or Leads to decisions made out of fear or 
ignorance, not very satisfying for a ignorance, not very satisfying for a 
scientistscientist

•• Urgent need to improve observations and Urgent need to improve observations and 
build support systems for longbuild support systems for long--term term 
decisionsdecisions



What is Climate Change?What is Climate Change?

•• Scientists typically define it to include any Scientists typically define it to include any 
change in climate, be it due to nature or change in climate, be it due to nature or 
man, on any scale (e.g. interannual to man, on any scale (e.g. interannual to 
centennial or longer)centennial or longer)



US National Academies Report 2006

Little Ice Age



What about Global Change?What about Global Change?

•• Here defined as any environmental change Here defined as any environmental change 
associated with human activityassociated with human activity

•• The most debated is global warming but The most debated is global warming but 
there are many others such as ocean there are many others such as ocean 
acidification, pollution (nutrients, metals, acidification, pollution (nutrients, metals, 
etc.), overfishing, etc.etc.), overfishing, etc.



The role of the ocean in moderating the atmospheric CO2 increase has 
been recognized (by scientists) for a very long time. Revelle and 
Suess (1957) first explicitly calculated the partitioning of CO2
released to the atmosphere between air and sea and estimated that ~ 
40% of the gas would quickly be absorbed by the surface ocean, with 
the remainder building up in the atmosphere and changing climate. 

While the climate impacts of increasing atmospheric CO2 levels have 
received great attention, the direct effects of the enormous CO2
enrichment of the upper ocean have had little discussion. That is 
about to change, for ocean chemistry is being altered on a scale not 
seen for millions of years, and there are very basic questions on the 
impact on ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles to which we simply 
do not yet have answers. The oceanic invasion rate of fossil fuel 
CO2 is now over 1 million tons CO2 per hour.

Ocean Acidification



During the 3 days of the meeting During the 3 days of the meeting 
the ocean will have absorbed the ocean will have absorbed 
almost 100 million tons of COalmost 100 million tons of CO22



ParametersParameters

•• Partial pressure of COPartial pressure of CO22 and pHand pH
•• TemperatureTemperature
•• Chlorophyll/productivity (and some Chlorophyll/productivity (and some 

species)species)
•• OxygenOxygen





Monterey Bay, California, coastal regions much more variable









There could be many biological There could be many biological 
impacts but the most obvious is impacts but the most obvious is 
on organisms with calcareous or on organisms with calcareous or 
aragoniticaragonitic shells, these include:shells, these include:

•• CoralsCorals
•• CoccolithophoridsCoccolithophorids
•• PteropodsPteropods –– apparently the preferred first apparently the preferred first 

food of pink salmonfood of pink salmon



But what about Climate Change?But what about Climate Change?

•• Where are we on long term changes in the Where are we on long term changes in the 
ocean?ocean?

•• What are the sources of natural What are the sources of natural 
variability?variability?

•• What will the future bring? Uncertainty!What will the future bring? Uncertainty!



Natural Versus Anthropogenic Natural Versus Anthropogenic 
Climate ChangeClimate Change

•• Natural cycles fluctuate between two or Natural cycles fluctuate between two or 
more states, typically warm versus coldmore states, typically warm versus cold

•• Anthropogenic unidirectional unless Anthropogenic unidirectional unless 
measures are taken to reverse trend measures are taken to reverse trend 
(Hudson estuary example of reversal)(Hudson estuary example of reversal)

•• Natural and anthropogenic may interact Natural and anthropogenic may interact 
differently and unpredictably (warm PDO, differently and unpredictably (warm PDO, 
global warming, cool PDO, global warming)global warming, cool PDO, global warming)
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Chavez et al. 2008 



El Viejo La Vieja

El Viejo

La Vieja

It is a familiar story
ChildEl Niño La Niña

Parent

1900 to 2000

Once ever 3-8 years

Once ever 25-40 years



Record cold temperatures during 2008



Part of a larger spatial scale trend

Chavez et al. 2008 

Effects will not be uniformly distributed



Global warming reversed?



Are oxygen levels in Monterey Bay responding to
increased productivity during La Vieja or are there

other processes at play?



Monterey Bay
Temperature 
at Depth

Monterey Bay
Surface 
Chlorophyll

Monterey Bay
Nitrate at Depth

Greening correlated with cooling and increase of nutrients at depth

Temperature at
60 meters

Nitrate at
60 meters

1985        1990         1995         2000        2005 

Surface chlorophyll

1984 to 2005



Patterns consistent in many time series

1984 to present Monterey Bay chlorophyll

Peru chlorophyll

Southern California chlorophyll

San Francisco Bay chlorophyll

1985      1990     1995     2000    2005



Monterey Bay Time Series
- El Niños during 92-93 and 97-98
- Transition from El Viejo to La Vieja
- The age of dinoflagellates?

1990            1995            2000            2005



How will a warmer world How will a warmer world 
change atmospheric forcing and change atmospheric forcing and 

ocean circulation and ocean circulation and 
productivity? First guessesproductivity? First guesses

•• It may drive stronger coastal upwelling by It may drive stronger coastal upwelling by 
increasing the land sea temperature increasing the land sea temperature 
gradientgradient

•• It may weaken the trade winds by It may weaken the trade winds by 
weakening the high to low latitude weakening the high to low latitude 
temperature gradienttemperature gradient
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Export production

Oxygen at 150 m

Gutierrez et al. - Paleopeces

Longer Centennial changes
We can learn from the sediments

And the oxygen story



Summary, during Little Ice Age ocean off Peru high oxygen 
(low fish), low oxygen (high fish) after



The low oxygen expanded The low oxygen expanded 
southward in to Chile, what about southward in to Chile, what about 
the recent record (~50 years)the recent record (~50 years)

•• CaliforniaCalifornia
•• PeruPeru



Long-Term Trends in Dissolved Oxygen off California
-2.1 μmol/kg/y

ΔZmean = -41 m ΔZmax = -92 m

Expansion of 
Low-Oxygen Habitat



In situ oceanographic data off Peru shows that
ocean losing nitrate (oxygen is zero so nitrate 

electron donor) and increasing productivity



Stramma et al in Science on expanding low oxygen



It appears as if the tropical It appears as if the tropical 
(eastern Pacific) low oxygen (eastern Pacific) low oxygen 
regions reformed after the regions reformed after the 

Little Ice Age and continue to Little Ice Age and continue to 
expand (and increase in expand (and increase in 

productivity?) todayproductivity?) today

Are there biological indicators of Are there biological indicators of 
this expansion?this expansion?



The Hake off Peru has retreated and gotten more concentrated
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SummarySummary
•• Low oxygen in eastern Pacific as we know Low oxygen in eastern Pacific as we know 

today reformed after the Little Ice Agetoday reformed after the Little Ice Age
•• Expansion continues today?Expansion continues today?
•• Low oxygen=low pHLow oxygen=low pH
•• Anthropogenic influences pushing in the Anthropogenic influences pushing in the 

same direction (i.e. warming, stratification same direction (i.e. warming, stratification 
reducing ventilation, CO2 absorption < reducing ventilation, CO2 absorption < 
pH)pH)

•• Peru and Chile, a window into the future?Peru and Chile, a window into the future?



More conclusionsMore conclusions
•• Sixty four thousand million billion dollar Sixty four thousand million billion dollar 

(euro?) question: are changes natural or (euro?) question: are changes natural or 
humanhuman--induced?induced?

•• Only matters if can be used to pressure Only matters if can be used to pressure 
governments into reducing emissionsgovernments into reducing emissions

•• We have to deal with the consequences We have to deal with the consequences 
irrespective of driverirrespective of driver

•• New coupled observation, modeling and New coupled observation, modeling and 
decision support systems required decision support systems required 



Observations

Basic Ecosystem Rules

Management 
PracticeModel



Observations
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Adaptation and mitigationAdaptation and mitigation

•• Reduce emissionsReduce emissions
•• Change marine use strategies Change marine use strategies –– e.g. e.g. 

aquaculture vs. fishingaquaculture vs. fishing
•• GeoengineeringGeoengineering options options –– ““NeutralizeNeutralize””

ocean, ocean fertilizationocean, ocean fertilization
•• New coupled observation, modeling and New coupled observation, modeling and 

decision support systems required to decision support systems required to 
decide which options are betterdecide which options are better



Known and unknownsKnown and unknowns

•• No doubt ocean will be more acidicNo doubt ocean will be more acidic
•• Consequences uncertainConsequences uncertain
•• On the decade scale world will be warmerOn the decade scale world will be warmer
•• Complex development/consequences Complex development/consequences 

uncertainuncertain
•• Reducing emissions needed but will not Reducing emissions needed but will not 

solve problemsolve problem
•• Adaptation and mitigation will be neededAdaptation and mitigation will be needed
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